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Abstract
The Internet of things (IoT) is an active, real-world area in need of more investigation. One of the top weaknesses in security challenges that
IoTs face, the centralized access control server, which can be a single point of failure. In this paper, Dynamic-IoTrust, a decentralized access
control smart contract based aims to overcome distrusted, dynamic, trust and authentication issues for access control in IoT. It also integrates
dynamic trust value to evaluate users based on behavior. In particular, the Dynamic-IoTrust contains multiple Main Smart Contract, one
Register Contract, and one Judging Contract to achieve efficient distributed access control management. Dynamic-IoTrust provides both
static access rights by allowing predefined access control policies and also provides dynamic access rights by checking the trust value and the
behavior of the user. The system also provides to detected user misbehavior and make a decision for user trust value and penalty. There are
several levels of trusted users to access the IoTs device. Finally, the case study demonstrates the feasibility of the Dynamic-IoTrust model to
offer a dynamic decentralized access control system with trust value attribute to evaluate the internal user used IoTs devices.
Keywords: access control, blockchain, Internet of Things (IoT), smart contract, trust value.

1. Introduction
with With the growing number of communication and networking technologies, more physical devices are connected to the Internet, leading
to the ‘Internet of things’ (IoT) [1]. The goal of IoT technology integrates the physical world with the internet. The IoT makes objects hear,
talk, wash and even think. The IoT spread quickly across the globe, constantly expanding and becoming embedded applications in our world
and daily life such as smart homes, smart healthcare, security systems, intelligent transportation, etc [2]. However, the interconnection
of the device brings crucial security issues to the network. Some of the security issues are: single point of failure through centralization,
unauthorized access, and many others [3]. The major concerns about protected resources, data, IoT objects, and services will inevitably
increase. The main security concern of the IoT is access control [4],[5], which ensures only authorized users can access certain resources.
Access control restricts who can request access (user) to perform an operation (access right) on which resource (resource) [6]. The request is
evaluated based on access control policies that rely on several models to decide if the requester is granted or denied access. There are several
access control models known as traditional access control methods. These include role-based access control (RBAC), discretionary access
control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC), and attribute-based access control (ABAC). These methods are all centralized methods and
thus may not be suitable for the IoT environment, which has a single-point failure, low reliability, untrustworthiness, unauthorized access, is
difficult to scale, and requires trusting foreign entities and low throughput. IoT devices may belong to different organizations or users, and
the IoT environment usually consists of a large number of constrained devices with high mobility and limited power and performance, which
makes traditional access control difficult. However, may lie in emerging blockchain technology has many strengths that make it distributed
and immutable. Applying blockchain technology may help address some limitations of the IoT. The integrated IoT-Blockchain system has
several advantages [7]:
• Blockchain can hand over a secure, distributed, and scalable framework for the IoT.
• Blockchain guarantees IoT data integrity without a third party so sensitive data can be delivered securely without a central server,
saving power for IoT devices.
• Blockchain equipment has authentication functions so it can transfer data between IoT peers without a centralized server.
• Blockchain provides another kind of emerging data to ensure the reliability of the data through distributed storage.
• Blockchain promising platform for developing distributed and trustworthy applications.
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Most researches in IoT-Blockchain access controls aim to meet the distributed security and control granularity requirements of access control
to authorized external users and obtain considerable achievements [8],[9],[10], [11],[12], whereas the Dynamic-IoTrust aims to overcome
issues of centralization access controls issues by using blockchain to authorized external user to access authorized IoTs and also supports the
trust value that evaluates the internal user by detecting malicious user behaviors to putting in suitable trust level. This system provides both
static and dynamic validation processes, including credible distribution of attributes and policies defined by the user (static access control),
detecting malicious user behaviors, and calculating trust value (dynamic access control). The Dynamic-IoTrust uses multiple smart contracts
to achieve security and reliability and also defines alternative methods for a user to gain permissions. The rest of the paper is organised as
follows: Section 2 presents details of previous work in the IoT-Blockchain field; Section 3 introduces and describes the Dynamic-IoTrust
model in detail; the results and performance evaluation of Dynamic-IoTrust are detailed in Section 4; finally, we conclude our study in
Section 5.

2. Literature survey
The access control taxonomy of the IoT environment can be centralized and decentralized [13]. For all centralized access control (traditional
access control methods) in IoT such as RBAC, DAC, MAC, and ABAC lead to a single point of failure problem and privacy issues, etc.
Researchers have suggested ways of adapting traditional access control models to meet new IoT security requirements. Similarly, Ding et al.
[8] integrated blockchain technology with the ABAC model into the IoT. For instance, Zhang and Tian [9] extended the RBAC model to
include context-based access control in the IoT by changing the permission access between subject and object according to the characteristics
and contextual information collected from the physical object environment. But still failed approach to manage rapidly growing IoT devices
with the expanding system. the decentralized access controls can help to resolve drawbacks. The work in [13] classification the decentralized
approach into non-blockchain-based access control and blockchain-based access control. The IoT and blockchain have recently garnered
attention from both academic and industry researchers. The literature reveals several schemes that integrate blockchain with the IoT based on
the transaction methods of the blockchain. there are many types of blockchain transactions such as tokens and smart contracts. For example
for the tokens approach, Ouaddah [14] utilized blockchain and token to introduce a distributed authorization management framework called
FairAccess, which uses access tokens containing the access right of a user’s device and stores the token in the user’s wallet. FairAccess uses
a new type of transaction using smart contracts to trade access control policies for access tokens. However, FairAccess uses tokens generated
by the owner so, if a token expires, the subject needs to generate a new token. This system requires creating a strategy for each device, which
makes account management difficult due to contract redundancy. Also, FairAccess makes it costly to access the object because it requires
mining at least two blocks to get the request. However, only a few researchers have studied the possibility to exploit the potential of the
blockchain smart contract in the IoT. The main feature of used a smart contract in access control in an IoT environment is to enforce the
access control policies between two parties automatically by the smart contract, also offering numerous access control management methods.
Novo [10] proposed a fully decentralized access control for IoT using blockchain to store and distribute information. This solution designed
to overcame issues of network overheads. Moreover, the Novo [10] contain component as follow manager, agent node and management hub.
Also, contains a single smart contract that covers all processes and defines all allowed access control policies by using management hub
nodes to request access control alternatives including IoT devices in the blockchain. managers responsible for adding new policies in the
system and interact with the smart contract. when received access requests from IoT devices, the management hubs send to the blockchain
network request. Then, the smart contract automatically checks the request to approval permission to the resource. The Novo [10] system
may face a security problem if the manager is malicious. Zhang et al. [15] also utilized smart contracts consisting of multiple Access Control
Contracts (ACCs), one Judge Contract (JC), and one Register Contract (RC). Their system uses an access control system that provides
distributed and validated access to the data. However, the authors in [] consume high cost in terms of gas comprised with Dynamic-IoTrust.
And also lacked the dynamic trust value feature provide by Dynamic-IoTrust. to address the limitations of the above works, this paper
proposes a Dynamic-IoTrust, which consists of multiple smart contracts and trust value permission control to achieve dynamic distributed
and trustworthy access control for IoT systems. The Dynamic-IoTrust, has multiple main smart contracts (MSCs), one register contract (RC),
and one judge contract (JC).

3. Proposed system model
A dynamic-IoTrust system is proposed in this work, which is designed after getting motivation from work in [15] and [16]. The proposed
system model is illustrated in Figure 4. The IoT system consists of peers which are connected together through a peer-to-peer (P2P) network.
the peers may server, IoT devices such as sensors, storage devices, and user devices. For each peer in IoT applications may have some
resources such as services and data needed by the other peers. Thus, access control must be implemented by all peers in IoT to restrict access
and prevent illegal access requests from unauthorized peers. The goal of this paper is to propose Dynamic-IoTrust that adopt the security
model of access control matrix and implement via access control list approach as in [23]. In particular, Dynamic-IoTrust exploits smart
contracts to implement an access control list. Dynamic-IoTrust adopts trust value to evaluate user behavior.

3.1. System architecture
The architecture of the dynamic decentralized access control for IoT is based on the blockchain mechanism presented in Figure 2. In
Dynamic-IoTrust, access control is done between two network peers called user and resource nodes. The user-node is actually a peer
that requests the services such as the device or data of other peers. Whereas, the resource-node is a peer that holds services. For each
resource-node has a set of services is associated with a set of access rights such as (read, write, and executed). In Dynamic-IoTrust we
defined mapping user-node to resource-node to specify the access rights on the user-resource pair. Based on the security model used in
Dynamic-IoTrust [13], we adopt the access control list. Furthermore, used three kinds of smart contracts to manage the access control among
user and resource nodes. Also, the trust value is used in Dynamic-IoTrust to evaluate the internal user access. The system consists of two
components, the detailed discussion of components below:
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Figure 1: Smart contracts structure in Dynamic-IoTrust.

3.1.1. Smart contracts
The system uses the smart contract to provide distributed access control for IoT, also to eliminate third-party involvement, restrict data access
to desired parties, and manage data records and utilize the data within a self-executing system. As illustrated in Figure 1 the system contains
multiple Main Smart Contract (MSC)s that implements the access control for a pair of peers (user and resource), one Judging Contract
(JC) to receives the user’s misbehavior from an MSC and determines the penalty, one Register Contract (RC) to stores and manage the
information of the JC and MSCs. The details of the contracts introduced as follows:
• Main smart contract (MSC): In this framework is deployed by a peer request to receive service from resource peer, in the proposed
system assume the user-resource pair associated with multiple MSCs, but one MSC can be associated with only one user-resource pair.
The MSC provides static access rights by allowing predefined access control policies and also provides dynamic access rights by
checking the trust value and the behavior of the user. The MSC forwards the request to the resource corresponding to the JC decision.
• Judge contract (JC): The responsibility of JC is to check the user misbehavior, trust value validation, and also predefined policies.
The JC determines penalty corresponding to the decision of all factors that check and returns the result for authorized or penalty to the
MSC.
• Register contract (RC): The main role of RC in a system is to collect static predefined access right policies and register misbehavior
history for the user-node.
3.1.2. Trust value permission control
The Dynamic-IoTrust is intended to provide dynamic access control for IoT depending on trust value attribute reflects their available
levels of trust and rating among other IoT devices. The trust value levels are defined from 0 to 5 for a user-node to access services from a
resource-node, which level zero means the user-node brings misbehavior to the system. Whereas, level five means user-node is trusted by the
system and brings good behavior.
• Default trust value: At the start the default trust value for
– the resource node is Trustresource determine statically according to the sensitivity level of data,
– the user node Trustuser initially start from 2.
• Evaluation user-node trust value: User-node trust value changes over time according to the factors below collected by methods as
follows:
– Misbehaviour judging method: In the system, misbehavior is done by the users and determined by a misbehavior judging
method. JC records of misbehavior of user-node so the user gradually earns more trust value with good behavior brings benefit
to the system after access permission and loses it with bad behavior brings to the system. When a user sends too frequent service
access requests to the resources at a particular time, it is known as misbehavior. Furthermore, the system highly affects the trust
of the user. As the result of misbehavior, the JC determine the penalty for user-node based on the following function
penalty = base∗ x/interval
where x is the number of misbehavior done by user-node and the other parameter base and interval are determined during the
period time of penalty. the equation used on [15]
– Static attribute policy method: this system supports the static predefine access right policy that deals with attributes of the
user, the resource, the action, and the environment to determine the access request.
• Check the validity of trust value for user-node: The trust value check successfully pass if and only if the trust value of user-node is
equal to or larger than resource-node (Trustuser ≥ Trustresource ). whereas failed if the trust value of user-node less than trust value of
resource-node (Trustuser < Trustresource ).

3.2. System model workflow
The access request is authorized if and only if it succeeds in both static and dynamic validation processes. The same user in the same session
automatically granted different access permissions. The access controls alert messages generated as in Table 1:
The logical flow of access control data in Dynamic-IoTrust proceeds as illustrated in Figure 2, below.
• At first, a user-node sends an access request for any service to resource-node (IoT device),
• After that, user-resource pair agree on registering the new MSC in the lookup table of the RC by creator of the method (i.e.,
resource-node),
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Table 1: Alert messages for access requests.

Access alert messages
State of access process
Access Request Autho- Enable access request to resource-node,
rized!!
Dynamic-IoTrust authorized both static
and dynamic validation process.
Requests
Access
are The user-node still in a penalty state and
Blocked!!
the access request is blocked.
Policy Predefined Check Block user request to access the IoT device
Failed!!
because predefine permission for that user
is not allowed.
Misbehavior Detected and JC determent penalty and for alert the user
User in Penalty State!!
but result access request is authorized.
User Trust Check Failed!! Block access request to access the resource device because the Trustuser <
Trustresource .

Figure 2: Dynamic-IoTrust system.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Then, the MSC is called to authorize its current request via check both static and dynamic access request to the system,
Afterward, JC is called for verification user misbehavior,
If detecting misbehaviors conducted by the user, then the JC determines penalty and lose trust value,
If the user does not occur misbehavior, then, trust value permission checked if the user passes successfully,
Also checked the Policy permission if a user passes successfully,
After that, MSC returns the access result of a user to corresponding resources,
Then, the user request is fulfilled by the resource-node,
Lastly, the transaction store in the blockchain network.

4. Case study
In this section, demonstrate the Dynamic-IoTrust case study and simulation result are discussed. Hardware and software for experiment
Dynamic-IoTrust are described. Further section presents some experimental results and the cost consumption of each smart contract.

4.1. Experimental environment
In order to design an access control for the Internet of Things environment, needs in case study constructed the blockchain network
using Ethereum [17], Quorum [18], and the Istanbul-BFT consensus algorithm [19]. they considered the access control test between the
single-board computers with 4 nodes which one serves as the user and the other nodes serve as the resource IoT device. We implemented
it on a laptop hp INTEl Core i3-4005U, CPU 1.70GHz×4, Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, memory 5.6GiB, and hard disk 491.2 GB. The network
configuration of the prototype is composed of three peer nodes and one order node the details in Figure 4. The specifications of these nodes
are listed in Table 2.
On each node, a Geth client [20] was installed to transform the file into an Ethereum node. The use of Geth clients can enable the creation
of an Ethereum account for each node, and these nodes can be configured to create a private blockchain network. The smart contacts are
Table 2: Nodes structure.

Implementation Platform
Role
Node number IP address and Port number
Laptop (Consortium
User node
Node0
192.168.191.2:30300
blockchain network) HP
IoT device1
Node1
192.168.191.2:30301
Intel Core i3- Ubuntu 18.04 IoT device1
Node2
192.168.191.2:30302
LTS
IoT device1
Node3
192.168.191.2:30303
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Figure 3: Software used in the Dynamic-IoTrust.

Figure 4: Nodes structure.

written in solidity language [21]. Furthermore, a Remix environment [22] is used for smart contract development, facilitating compilation,
deployment, and management of the smart contracts. In addition, web3.js [23] was adapted at the user-node and resource-node sides to
interact with the corresponding Geth client via HTTP connections to simulate the sending of access requests to the MSC and the receipt of
the access control result from the MSC (as illustrated in Figure 3). Moreover, the cost consumption of smart contracts are taken in the plugin
used in Remix known as GAS PROFLER

4.2. Experiment results
4.2.1. Dynamic-IoTrust framework feasibility
To develop a decentralised application in Ethereum (Dapp), it was first necessary to initiate a local private Ethereum blockchain network,
then to create smart contracts in Remix, and then to deploy these on the blockchain network. Finally, once the Dapp front-end and the smart
contracts were created, it was necessary to connect them via web3 to test the entire framework, as illustrated in Figure 3.
• Private blockchain build test The pre-generation of each node and related files such as the node json file, the first block in blockchain
known as the genesis file, and the node keys was carried out on the laptop using istanbul-tools. Istanbul-tools was used for configuring
an Istanbul BFT network and testing the IBFT. Geth and Quorum were used to build the private network (as illustrated in Figure 5).
• Smart contract function test In this phase the smart contract function was tested. The Remix editor was used to write, compile,
deploy and test the smart contract code written in solidity language.
• Front-end test for the dynamic access control result The access control results are shown in Figure 6. When the user makes a
request for the first time, access is authorised because they successfully pass both the policy and trust value checks. A second access
request is still authorised, but misbehaviour is detected, so that warning messages appear and loss of trust value and a user penalty
are determined. The user still misbehaves by making frequent access requests in a specified time, as shown in Figure 6(b), and the
trust value is lowered. The user’s fourth access request fails because the trust value of the user node is less than the trust value of the
resource node.

Figure 5: Private blockchain build test
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Results of an access request on (a) the monitor side and (b) the requester side when misbehaviour is detected.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Results of an access request on (a) the monitor side and (b) the requester side for trust value.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Results of an access request on (a) the monitor side and (b) the requester side when a predefined policy does not allow access.

4.2.2. Trust value permission evaluation
The proposed system supports different access permissions for the same user. The flexibility of access requests is reflected in the trust value.
In essence, the proposed system’s trust value for user node is dynamic, based on the two factors mentioned in section 3.1.2.
To investigate the evaluation of trust value, a scenario is considered in which the user requests access to a light sensor. The trust value for the
light sensor, Trustlight =3, is determined according to the sensitivity-level of data as explained in Section 3.1.2. As shown in Figure 7, the
user’s first request to access the light sensor fails because the Trustlight < 3. The Trustuser value increases between the first and second
access requests, because the user demonstrates good behaviour by not making frequent system requests (see the time in Figure 7(a)), so that
at the third access request Trustuser = 3, meaning that access is authorised by Dynamic-IoTrust. However, in Figure 6 the user sends frequent
requests to the light sensor, so the user is penalised for a certain time. If the user continues to send frequent requests to the light sensor,
the user will still be misbehaving, and their trust value will be reduced further. Hence, in Figure 6, the fourth access request occurs when
Trustuser = 2 and the access request not in a blocked state (no excessively frequent requests are observed over time). As result, the user’s
access request to light sensor fails because the trust value of the user node is less than the trust value of the light sensor, and the user’s access
remains blocked until the Trustuser ≥ 3.
4.2.3. Predefined policy evaluation
The proposed system also supports static access permissions. The flexibility of the access control system is reflected both in trust value and
policy. The proposed system policy is determined by pre-allocation.
To investigate the evaluation of a predefined policy, the following scenario was considered. The user requests access to a light sensor, for
which the predefined policy is p=Deny in afternoon. The access request is authorised if and only if the user makes their request at any time of
day except the afternoon and the trust value of the user is equal to or greater than the light sensor’s trust value. On other hand, the access is
blocked if the user makes the request in the afternoon or if the user’s trust value is less than the light trust value. So, as shown in Figure 8, the
user’s first request fails because the predefined user request policy does not allow access that time, and as result the user’s trust value is
reduced due to the user’s misbehaviour.
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4.2.4. Cost consumption
the cost consumed by smart contracts in the system is calculated in terms of gas units. The Ethereum platform uses the gas units to measures
the computational power to execute some tasks (transactions). In this case study, the execution costs of gas required for deploying the MSC,
JC, and RC are 2373765, 975960, and 1182227 respectively.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposes an access control model for the Internet of Things based on smart contracts, supporting with trust value called
Dynamic-IoTrust. It aims to overcome issues with centralization, provide a reliable and valid system, and achieve authorized access control
and authenticated users. The system uses multiple smart contracts to achieve security and reliability and also defines alternative methods for
a user to gain permission. The experiment result demonstrated the feasibility of Dynamic-IoTrust in achieving distributed dynamic trust
access control for the IoT. Dynamic-IoTrust uses only validates authorized users to access the required resource. The proposed system
provides and maintains the trustworthiness of IoT devices via JC. The cost is calculated in terms of gas units. As our future work, we are
going to reduce the complexity and cost of the system in terms of gas to reduce also processing time of the system.
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